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All Ireland Institute of Hospice & Palliative Care 

Inaugural Education Network - August 30th 2012 

Present: 

Name  Role  Representing  

Ann Finn  Nurse Education Consultants, 

Western Health and Social Care 

Trust 

Health and Social Care / Clinical 

Education Centre 

Ann McAuliffe  Lecturer, University College Cork   University College Cork (Nursing) 

Anne Marie Corroon  Lecturer in Nursing, Trinity College 

Dublin 

Trinity College Dublin 

Aoife Sweeney Acting Head of Education, Health & 

Social Care Professionals Council 

(CORU)  

CORU (Health & Social Care Professionals 

Council)  

Barbara Sweeney Education Department  St. Francis Hospice 

Breige Devlin Practice Educator Marie Curie Hospice 

Carmel Campbell Nursing Director Southern Area Hospice Services 

Caroline Dalton-O’Connor  Lecturer in Intellectual Disability,  University College Cork (Nursing) 

Dr Norelee Kennedy Lecturer University of Limerick,  

Dr Pearse Murphy  Head of Department of Nursing & 

Health Science, Athlone Institute of 

Technology  

Heads of Departments of Nursing in 

Institutes of Technology   

Dr. Abigail Chantler  Policy & Planning Higher Education Authority 

Dr. Regina McQuillan National Speciality Director, 

Palliative Medicine  

Royal College of Physicians of Ireland 

(RCPI) 

Gerardine Lynch Director of Education Marymount Hospice 

Hugh Mills Chief Executive Independent Health & Care Providers 

(ihcp) 

Dr Jayne Price Senior Teaching Fellow Queens University Belfast 

Mary Ainscough  Chief Executive Irish Association for Palliative Care 

Mary Kemple (replacing 

Dr Mary Casey  

Lecturer University College Dublin (Nursing) 

Miriam Cass  Lecturer in Nursing, Waterford 

Institute of Technology  

Lecturers from Institutes of Technology  

engaged in teaching Palliative & Hospice 
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Care 

Nicholas P Fenlon Director – Medical Education Irish College of General Practitioners 

Orla Keegan  Head of Education, Research and 

Bereavement Services 

Irish Hospice Foundation 

Patricia Hallahan Director of Education, Research 

and Training  

Our Lady’s Hospice & Care Services 

Paul Rooney Professional Advisor Northern Ireland Social Care Council 

Prof Kevin Brazil  Queen's University Belfast   

Prof Max Watson  Professor & Consultant,  Northern Ireland Executive Committee 

RCGP 

Prof Philip Larkin  UCD/OLHCS  

Sheilagh Reaper-Reynolds General Manager Palliative Care Health Service Executive 

Sinéad Morrissey Practice Development Facilitator Nursing Homes Ireland   

Sue Foster Lecturer in Palliative Care Northern Ireland Hospice 

Yvonne Martin Director of Nursing Foyle Hospice 

 

Apologies: 

Dr Mary Casey  University College Dublin (Nursing) 

Prof George Kernohan University of Ulster 

Dr Catherine Sweeney University College Cork (Medicine)  

Fiona Woods Centre of Children's Nurse Education 

Kathryn Fodey  Nursing & AHP Education DHSSPS 

Dr Anne-Marie Ryan An Bord Altranais 

Prof Declan Walsh  TCD/UCD/OLHCS 

Dr Geralyn Hynes Irish Association for Palliative Care 

 

In attendance from AIIHPC  

Dr Michael Connolly Head of Education  

Emma Ross Communications & Information Manager 

Brendan O'Hara Programme Manager Policy & Practice  

Karen Charnley  Programme Manager Education  
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1  Background  

A key output for AIIHPC is the development of an Education Network for Palliative Care. The purpose 

of the Education Network is to bring the providers and consumers of education together to ensure 

that learning opportunities are available, accessible and of the highest quality. The Network will 

consider the current realities relating to palliative care education and help prioritise key initiatives in 

order to promote: 

 Consistent delivery of high quality and accessible palliative care education 

 A collaborative culture across the palliative care education sector 

 Appropriate palliative care education provision for a range of professions 

 Transparency of palliative care education and qualifications allowing measurement of learning 

outcomes 

 Employment mobility for palliative care staff 

 Critical mass in palliative care education   

Some 44 organisations representing education providers, regulators, funders and commissioners 

were invited to join the AIIHPC Education Network and 28 representatives attended the first 

meeting.  (A list of organisations invited to join the Education Network is included in Appendix A).   

 

2  Process of the day  

2a  Welcome and introductions  

The day opened with a welcome from Paddie Blaney, AIIHPC Director, who challenged those present 

to see the Education Network as a living entity that belonged to its members, and which can make 

an invaluable contribution to the palliative care community. Paddie urged members to recognise the 

potential created by the existence of the network to not only improve and expand palliative care 

education for generalist and specialist palliative care professionals but also to see the global 

potential of those possibilities, particularly harnessing online education provision.  

Karen Charnley, facilitator, outlined the days structure and agenda. Participants were assigned to 

one of four tables upon arrival to the meeting and during the initial stages of the meeting, they were 

asked to introduce themselves to those sitting at their table.   

 

2b  Introduction to the AIIHPC and Education Network   

Dr Michael Connolly presented an overview of the AIIHPC and the Education Network. This included 

reference to a suggestion by the European Association for Palliative Care (EAPC) in 1997, which 

proposed the creation of a national education network which could link with the EAPC education 

network. Dr Connolly suggested that the Education Network provides the opportunity to create an 
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all island network, which will link in with international networks.  Dr Connolly highlighted the vision 

and the key areas of activity it is envisaged the Education Network will progress.  

 

2c  Palliative Care Education   

Professors Kevin Brazil (Queen’s University Belfast) and Philip Larkin (University College Dublin/Our 

Lady’s Hospice and Care Services) gave short presentations on their visions for palliative care 

education.   

Professor Brazil’s presentation gave an overview of the forces driving change in palliative care 

education including the shift in demographics seeing an increase in the older population, causes of 

death primarily being non-malignant diseases and changes which are enhancing access to palliative 

care services. His vision for palliative care education included the following recommendations:  

 Palliative Care be a compulsory component of training and continuing education for all health 

and social care professionals 

 The principles of  Palliative Care underpinning the practice of all health and social care 

professionals  in all care settings  

 There would be access to  accredited educational courses and relevant funding to ensure that 

competency levels are maintained and developed  

Professor Brazil’s presentation went on to review the change processes required to bring about 

changes to the current system (Appendix B).  

Professor Larkin’s presentation, entitled ‘Palliative Care Education – Future Perspectives ‘ gave an 

overview of the key challenges facing the sector, including changes in scholar demography and cost 

containment. He highlighted that a ‘strategic gear shift’ is required in order to deliver change within 

palliative care education, including the need for greater collaboration and partnerships between 

organisations, island wide thinking and a global vision for success. He also detailed several indicators 

which could be used to highlight the effectiveness of palliative care education.  

(Appendix C). 

 

2d  Members expertise (What do you think you bring to the Education Network in 10 words or 

 less?)  

Participants were asked to consider their own professional and personal expertise and detail what 

they brought to the Education Network. They recorded their expertise on cards and these were then 

swapped with a neighbouring table. Each table then attempted to match people at the neighbouring 

table with their statement of expertise as detailed on the cards. The exercise indicated a relatively 

high awareness of the expertise of members and their potential contribution to the work of the 

Education Network (Appendix D for further details of the expertise).   

 

2e  How do we create, support and generate a more collaborative culture across palliative care 

education?  
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Each table considered this question, and wrote their ideas on separate blue cards and then placed 

them on the board.   

 

These were then grouped and collated and the following themes emerged: 

 Develop shared vision  

 Maximise effectiveness of networking opportunities  

 Share Information & increase communication and its effectiveness  

 Increase collaboration  

 Promote existing education provision  

 Need for inter disciplinary education  

 Promote access and variety of education provided  

(For further detail see Appendix E)  

 

2f  How will the Education Network ensure appropriate palliative care education for health and 

social care professionals?  

Each table considered this question and wrote their ideas on separate yellow cards and then placed 

them on the board.   
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These were then grouped and collated and the following themes emerged: 

 Evaluate and demonstrate impact of palliative care education  

 Promote palliative care education  

 Need for a national strategy  

 Promote provision of multi professional education  

 Work to overcome and avoid duplication of provision  

 Developing a national palliative care curricula  

 Set high standards  

 Provision of training for educators  

 Targeted research  

 Increase public awareness of palliative care   

 Value and define palliative care  

(For further detail see Appendix F) 

 

2g  What does the Education Network need to do for you and the body that you represent? 

Each table considered this question. They wrote their ideas on separate white cards, proposed 

actions on yellow cards and components on blue cards and placed them on the board (Appendix G). 

These were then collated and the following themes emerged regarding the role of the Education 

Network:  

 Support development of palliative care education strategy for island for Ireland  
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 Identify those interested in collaboration opportunities in palliative care education & research 

especially those which haven’t worked together previously. Also encourage collaboration which 

minimises duplication or reinventing of the wheel.  

 Provide networking opportunities and support to members including ensuring an on-going 

communication stream of relevant information   

 Strategic view of what palliative care education is available and required both now and in the 

future i.e. under grad, post grad, CPD. In addition act as agent for change in the provision of 

future education to ensure there is a critical mass in palliative care education, which avoids 

duplication of provision  

 Act as information and resource hub (both virtual and live) which will help palliative care sector 

to work more effectively and efficiently. This will include ensuring information regarding 

available education and training is easily accessible.  

 Support delivery of quality assurance for education provision including developing mechanisms 

of measuring its impact on patient care. Also support development of palliative care educators   

 Facilitate standardisation of provision  

 Support resolution of current issues re ECTS credits  

 

 

 

 
Table 1  

 

 

 
        Table 2  
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Table 3       Table 4  

 

2h  How will the Education Network help with the delivery of palliative care?  

Each table considered the question, ‘how will the Education Network help with the delivery of 

palliative care?’ They wrote their ideas on separate white cards and actions on yellow cards and 

placed them on the board. (Appendix H) 

These were then collated and the following themes emerged regarding how the Education Network 

will help in the delivery of palliative care:  

 Promote best practice in palliative care service delivery which keeps patients as a focus  

 Encourage mobility of professionals  

 Influence policy and practice  

 Maximise the quality of education being provided, ideas included teaching awards, promoting 

new methods  
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Table 1 

 
Table 3 

 
Table 2 

 
Table 4
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3  Next steps  

A number of headline areas of activity emerged from the above workshop sessions. The AIIHPC with 

input from the Education Network will drive forward a wide range of initiatives and projects 

including:  

3a  Sharing Information & increasing communication  

AIIHPC Communication Hub - The Institute will develop and maintain an online knowledge 

management and dissemination system as a resource for palliative care professionals, the general 

public, general health and social care workers, researchers ,policy makers, media etc. The Education 

Network will be engaged in the development of the hub including sense checking any online 

education developments and key messages. Education Network members will also be encouraged to 

market the work of the Institute, its website and Communication Hub to their colleagues and wider 

networks.  

3b  Promotion of palliative care education  

Co-ordinated one point of access to relevant palliative care education – The Institute will collaborate 

with the Irish Hospice Foundation and the Irish Association for Palliative Care regarding the existing 

database of palliative care education provision, with a view to exploring the potential to broaden 

content.  

3c  Developing leadership and capacity building within the sector  

Annual Education Fellowship Programme - is aimed at developing the knowledge, capacity and 

leadership skills of those working in the palliative care communities. The Education Network will 

support the development of future fellowship calls and will act as a conduit to dissemination of 

learning gained by Fellowships recipients.  

Education Mentorship - will support leadership, interdisciplinary learning and capacity development 

across the sector with a focus on cross-border learning. The Institute, with the support of the 

Education Network, will strive to establish a programme, based on international best practice.  

3c  Need for a national strategy and shared vision  

Commission Education Needs Analysis – The Institute will develop, advertise and manage the 

selection of a Commission Call to undertake an Education Needs Analysis. The results will inform the 

Education Networks and education commissioners and future work regarding developing 

programmes which will meet identified gaps.  

Living Matters, Dying Matters Education and Development Working Group scoping exercise for 

under graduate palliative care education – the Institute will support the above scoping exercise and 

it will then utilise the results to information the Education Network and the development of 

palliative care education. 

All Island Palliative Care Education Strategy – With the close cooperation and support of the 

Education Network, an all island strategy will be developed which will inform the future 

development of palliative care education.  
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3d Ensure transferability of learning  

Establish process for translating palliative care qualifications and experience to European Credit 

Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS) equivalence – the Institute will develop a position paper 

and work with the Education Network to develop a proposal for negotiating  solutions on an island 

of Ireland basis.  

3e Developing palliative care education  

Development of on-line palliative care education - In co-operation with Education Network members 

and relevant stakeholders, entry level on-line education programmes for target sectors will be 

developed.  

3f Developing a national palliative care curricula  

Core Competencies for palliative care professionals – The institute is working with the HSE, IHF and 

IAPC to support the process of developing core competencies for palliative care professionals..  

3g  Other  

The AIIHPC will develop other projects in consultation with Education Network in order to deliver 

the areas of activity suggested at the meeting on the 30th August.  

 

4  Future meetings  

The Terms of Reference for the Education Network state that ‘meetings will be held quarterly.  It is 

envisaged that meetings will be virtual with one face-to-face meeting for an annual facilitated 

event’. The meeting agreed that email will be regular communication tool between the AIIHPC and 

members.  

The meeting discussed the potential options for future meetings including:  

• Video conferencing (available onsite or possibly in regional centres)  

• Regional Groupings (face to face)  

• Teleconferencing   

• Increased number of face to face meeting (information needed re members preferred location)   

The meeting agreed that the AIIHPC Education Team will contact members to seek their views or 

agreement on: 

 Are there organisations or key people missing from the membership of the Education Network?  

If so details should be forwarded to Karen Charnley.   

 Are members agreeable to providing a short biography with a photo if possible for inclusion on 
the Institute’s website?  

 Are members agreeable to their contact details being circulated to other members of the 
Network in order to promote networking and further collaboration (they will not be circulated 
more widely)? 

 Short survey regarding future venue and type of meetings   

 The draft report of the day will also be circulated to members for comments.  
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5  Education Fellowships 

Dr Michael Connolly launched four Education Fellowships which are aimed at developing the 

knowledge, capacity and leadership skills of those working in the palliative care communities in the 

Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland. The fellowships offer individuals an opportunity to learn 

about new innovations in palliative care education including how education and training is 

developed and delivered. 

There are four fellowship opportunities available, enabling individuals to visit other palliative care 

related organisations or education centres, either at home or internationally. One international 

fellowship, worth €4,000.00, is available for an individual to travel outside of Europe, with three 

additional fellowships, worth €2,000.00 each, open to those wishing to capitalise on opportunities 

on the island of Ireland and Europe. The closing date for applications is 1pm on the 30th October 

2012.  
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APPENDIX A 

 

EDUCATION NETWORK INVITED MEMBERSHIP 

Education, Research & Professional Development Centre, Milford Care Centre 

Education & Research Centre, Our Lady’s Hospice & Care Services 

Education Department, St. Francis Hospice, Raheny 

Education Department, Marymount Hospice, Cork 

Marie Curie Hospice, Northern Ireland 

Education Department Northern Ireland Hospice 

Education Department Foyle Hospice 

Southern Area Hospice Services  

University of Ulster 

Queens University Belfast 

University College Dublin  

Trinity College Dublin 

University of Limerick 

University College Cork 

National University of Ireland Galway 

Royal College of Surgeons Ireland 

Chair (or nominee) of Heads of Departments of Nursing, Institutes of Technology (IT) sector 

Lecturer from IT sector engaged in teaching Palliative & Hospice Care 

Royal College of Physicians of Ireland (RCPI) 

Chair – Centres for Nurse and Midwife Education Association 

A tutor from Centres for Nurse Education engaged in teaching Palliative & Hospice Care 

Director of Children’s Nurse Education Centre 

Representation from Continuing Professional Development in Northern Ireland 

Representative from Nursing Homes Ireland  

Representative from Independent Health Care Providers NI  

Business & Contracts Manager - Nursing & AHP Education DHSSPS 

Higher Education Authority 

Health Service Executive 

Irish Medical Council 

Northern Ireland Medical Council 

Northern Ireland Medical and Dental Training Agency (NIMDTA) 

Irish College of General Practitioners 

Northern Ireland Executive Committee RCGP 

Northern Ireland Social Care Council 

CORU 

Nursing & Midwifery Council (Northern Ireland Representative) 

An Bord Altranais 

Irish Association for Palliative Care (IAPC)  

Irish Hospice Foundation 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Professors Kevin Brazil (Queen’s University Belfast) - ‘A Health Services Research Perspective on 

Innovation in Palliative Care Education’  
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APPENDIX C  

 

Professor Philip Larkin (UCD/OLHCS) –  
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APPENDIX D 

Group work exercise 1 - What we bring to the Education Network?  

Abigail Chantler Knowledge of broader strategic developments and on-going reform of high 

education sector / programme provision / innovation in teaching and learning 

Ann Finn Life experience & reality, palliative care expertise, humour, passion for 

education (in palliative care) 

Ann McAuliffe Experience, access to students passion, willingness 

Ann-Marie Corroon Knowledge and understanding of palliative care practice & education & 

collaboration 

Aoife Sweeney Public interest / protection, multi discipline, questions 

Barbara Sweeney Clinical experience, motivation & and belief in palliative care for all 

Breige Devlin Wisdom with clinical and academic experience, value of humanities, art & 

literature, Caring 

Brendan O’Hara Interest, enthusiasm, energy, engagement, ability vitality and humour 

Carmel Campbell Clinical expertise, knowledgeable practitioner, influence policy & practice, 

commitment, leadership, shared values  

Caroline Dalton-

O’Connor 

Collaboration, clinical experience, communication skills, educational 

development, curriculum development 

Emma Ross An ‘outside’ / non education perspective, enthusiasm, creativity 

Geraldine Lynch Evaluation experience, palliative experience, knowledge of local services. 

Hospitals, knowledge of key individuals 

Hugh Mills Knowledge of care services, personal experience, representative of care 

providers 

Jayne Price Passion, knowledge, insight into care of children requiring palliative approach 

Kevin Brazil 1)    Systems thinking,  2) Methodology,  3) Evaluation 

Mary Ainscough Experience & a willingness to share knowledge & experiences & learn from 

others. 

Mary Kemple Belief in affecting quality, experience with people, hope for improvement to all 

requiring palliative care 

Max Watson Enthusiasm, experience, vision, determination, listening, IT, international, 

multimedia, Hope!, relationships 

Michael Connolly Collaboration, openness, sense of humour 

Miriam Cass Compassion, life story, learning journey, intuition interest, research 

Norelee Kennedy Clinical experience in palliative care, interest in palliative care, working in 

education, big picture thinking 

Orla Keegan Multiple perspective (provider, funder & policy), enthusiasm about education, 
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committed 

Patricia Hallahan Enthusiasm, connections to clinical practice, willing to share, learn & support 

change, link between research, education and practice   

Paul Rooney Managing change, education training knowledge background of health and 

social care practice, experience & value base 

Pearse Murphy Change management, knowledge, access to educational organisations training 

healthcare professionals  

Philip Larkin Experienced teacher, good 

Regina McQuillan Experience, interest, clinical expertise responsibility and authority, critical 

thinking, judgement, commitment 

Sheilagh Reaper-

Reynolds 

Background in health promotion, relatively new to palliative care 

Sinéad Morrisey Opportunities for engagement, clinical knowledge and experience influence for 

seeking change 

Sue Foster Grounded knowledge and experience – personally hands on clinically and in a 

educational capacity in palliative care 

Yvonne Martin Clinical expertise / skills, organisational skills, ability to collaborate 
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APPENDIX E  

 

 

Group work exercise 2 - How do we create, support and generate a more collaborative culture 

across palliative care education? 

 

 Develop shared vision  

Honest discussion, need to have a concrete vision for education in palliative care for all  

Role of AIIHPC clear in how this vision is realised.  

Vision – shared  

What is needed? End good – step back (common)  

How do we know we have gotten there?  

User’s experience, professionals experience – change in practice  

Goal setting – achievable & measurable  

 Maximise effectiveness of networking opportunities  

Opportunities for networking face to face  & virtual  

Networking events, communication, media, internet links  

Sharing of ideas between organisations & institutions  

Sharing our experiences / ideas & research  

Involve those with a leading role in education (providers & commissioners)  

Pooling of knowledge & expertise. Raising profile & awareness of palliative care education. 

Reconciling / meeting expectations of range of stakeholders  

 Share Information & increase communication and its effectiveness  

Communication hub for sharing – a repository of resources  

(Web?) Information needs to be accessible  

A central point of information  

Managing information flow – distil to manageable level  

Information re staff / resources … contact details. Benefits of Institute, face to face & video meetings 

(video conference).  

 Increase collaboration  

Potential for collaborative research  

See collaboration as an imperative, AIIHPC to offer concrete support. Think broadly! Believe it is 

possibility  

Demonstrate benefit to potential collaborators. Open & transparent practice. Help acknowledge and 

progress from past disputes  
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To encourage collaboration you must show it is safe to collaborate + of benefit to individual units. 

Need central activities done which an institute could do – need to create a culture.  

Create drives – know what’s is going on in order for collaboration to happen? Build trust. Help in 

matching partners   

 Promote existing education provision  

Awareness of what is currently available, opened to share & inter disciplinary trust  

Map the territory  

Who provides what?  

 Need for inter-disciplinary education  

Online undergraduate education, core modules, interdisciplinary, input of other disciplines to 

curriculum, geographical locations = problem.  

Multi-disciplinary training  

Promote inter professional engagement, under graduate  

 Promote access and variety of education provided  

Access to courses – to suit individuals e.g. online, distance learning  

Education needs of non-professionals and other professionals  

Education of carers at all levels  

Profile – school network, early learning, under graduate curriculum   

Support and develop common model of palliative care on the island of Ireland e.g. education and 

provision  
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APPENDIX F 

 

Group work exercise 3 - How will the Education Network ensure appropriate palliative care 

education for health and social care professionals?  

 

 Evaluate and demonstrate impact of palliative care education  

Set up a system to demonstrate impact of teaching on improving palliative care for patients  

Working education models which impact of care – devise evaluation  

Scoping exercise and evaluate benefits of care clinically, core competencies, educational standards  

Focus on how education can be evaluated to show it has improved patient care & research the 

education that it being delivered to determine its effectiveness.  

Evaluate quality of delivery of education & its impact on patient care. Provide training and 

evaluation of programmes.  

Education Network can best ensure appropriate education by research / evaluation of education 

methods  

Evaluation – supported by AIIHPC  

Evaluation of learning  

Balancing provision with expectations  

 Work to overcome and avoid duplication of provision  

Development of critical mass / prioritisation of needs relative to resources 

Avoid silo working – information sharing & network to understand  

Macro view – relationship between institutions and education network needs clarity  

 Promote palliative care education  

Promotional role of network on palliative care education available  

Signposting of appropriate times, with accurate information  

 Need for a national strategy  

Development of national strategy for delivery of palliative care education  

Develop a framework for palliative care education – across professionals and levels of education  

Be clear about what is appropriate palliative care education  

 Promote provision of multi professional education  

Multi professional approach, access to all professionals include ‘front line’ care workers  

Multi professional training  

 Develop national palliative care curricula  

Produce National curricula  

National Curricula (Undergraduate ++) 
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Common model – best of everything being brought together  

Responsive programme relevant to policy  

Testing & developing education methods  

Provide a curriculum of learning for Ireland (North and South)  

 Set high standards  

Set standards and accredit with real levels (CDP / ECTS)  

Standards / CPD  

Identifying standards for education institutions to aim to  

Setting a gold standard  

 Provision of training for educators  

Provide training to educators (many bodies have responsibility about education and training)  

 Targeted research  

Build of research on who wants / needs palliative care education  

Establish who it is who needs palliative care education (scoping)  

Identification of skills deficit  

International benchmarking  

Be open to opportunities to learn from experience which may not have always been positive, critical 

analysis ...  

 Increase public awareness of palliative care   

Need to link in with public awareness & understanding of palliative care  

Public awareness – changing perception  

 Value and define palliative care  

Is there a need to consider a change in how we define palliative care?  

Palliative care as a philosophical approach to how things are done. Have specialists but it is 

everyone’s job!  

Valuing the need for palliative care approach  

 Additional points  

Advocacy  

Multiple strands: users, educators, research, international  

Tie in with competency tool (NI) & competency tool work in ROI  
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APPENDIX G 

What does the Education Network need to do for you and the body that you represent? 

Ideas  Actions Components 

TABLE 1   

o Identify to me the people / representative partners 

who are looking for collaboration & opportunities in 

palliative care education & research  

 Central location & alert system for posting 

opportunities  

 Infrastructure 

 Moderation  

 Cost?  

o To help ensure the provision of appropriate education 

in Under Graduate programmes (across age span / 

groups / children’s palliative care)  

 Clear guidance about what principles should 

be included in under graduate programmes 

(strategic)  

 Scoping what is included  

 Collection of ideas / experiences from relevant 

professionals  

 Strategic guidance  

o AIIHPC to be strategic leader – HCP & others know who 

they are and what they are here for, clear guidance 

o Act as information / resource hub to allow me to work 

effectively and efficiently  

o Collaboration opportunities  

 Awareness drive! Tell the palliative care work 

who you are  

 Central point for sharing & learning from 

others  

 Increase working collaboratively from small 

projects through to large projects   

 Increase Institute awareness (HCP & public)  

 Developing central ‘hub’ following scoping? 

Identify gaps of good practice, improve 

education provision this improving quality of 

care  

 Networking – process to improve sharing&  

learning 

o Support our / me work in palliative care education  

o Make it more effective  

o Make it more fun  

o Challenge out / my assumptions  

 Provide opportunity for cross organisation 

collaboration on specific, small and time 

bound projects  

 Provide opportunity for ‘safe’ peer review of 

projects and programmes  

 Fora for discussion  

 Support for process  

 Opportunity for evaluation and upscaling if 

appropriate  

 Build trust via opportunity for meeting, sharing 
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and review  

o Take a strategic view of what’s available & what’s 

required in order to build capacity in palliative care  

 Map all offerings at level 2 of providers  

 Undertake needs analysis  

 Undertake gap analysis  

 Identify current & future needs  

 Evaluate / quality assure (what’s the 

organisation)  

 Open dialogue on collaboration  

o Resources (both virtual and live)  

o Networking opportunities  

o Raising awareness  

 All Ireland education scoping exercise  

 Staff exchange programme  

 Regular exchanges of information and 

network opportunities  

 Funding / costs scoping  

 On Line opportunities  

 Needs to filter down to where it matters  

o Acting as a change agency  

o Scoping & quality assurance  

o Standardising practice  

 Lead development in practice and 

improvement of palliative care sources 

services  

 Provide education resources & funding  

 

TABLE 2   

o Encourage / facilitate standardisation  

o Work collaboratively to avoid duplication or reinventing 

the wheal   

 Set up group to look at evaluation / 

accreditation  

 Identify individuals from members to feed in 

information  

o Provide information and advice on sources of learning  

o Evaluate / accredit learning tools e.g. online  

 Establish database of current courses   

o Inform: re service users engagement, multi disciplinary 

o Codes of ethics / conduct  

o Education  standard for 12 H & SC programmes  

o Info sharing / re areas if practice   

 Representation on board or working groups  

 Input in policy development  

 Service user input  

 

o Partnership relationships / collaboration  

o ‘Where to turn’  

 Forums / opportunities for engagement  

 Projects  

 Organising meeting  

 Disseminating events on activities  
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 ‘Personal factor’ relationship based   

o Carers education – palliative care to be thought by 

those who work / experience in area e.g. old FETAC  

o Undergraduate – to develop module for all health care 

professionals  

o Provide venue for further meetings  

 Provide venues for meetings   Organising – emailing booking venue, phone 

calls (if required  

o Inclusivity – sharing information  

o Cross border initiatives / collaborative working  

o Recognising the basics in palliative care – practical 

experience vital alongside theoretical  

 Availability of hospice settings for practical 

experience  

 Development of shared modules available to 

all organisation  

 Central administration e.g. communication hub  

 Ensure level playing field for all organisation 

incorporating openness / honesty / trustworthy  

 Suitable meeting venue / dates  

o Undergraduate curriculum module for health 

professional & Allied HP & carers for use by all in plain 

English  

o RTS script written  

o Host hub social interest group  

 Learning aids -  from palliative care, real time 

events, PTS, comm, home care  

 What technology is working   

 Hot desk  

 Forum space and time  

 Calendar  

o Calendar of events     Collaboration – knowing when conferences are 

on – no overlapping  

TABLE 3    

o Regulatory bodies need to feed back on good practice   Clarify what’s working well and what needs to 

change  

 Audit scoping, research on current education  

o Palliative care education strategy for island of Ireland   Develop agenda and pathway for change, they 

may identified / needed   

 Recognising what’s good – disseminate it  

o Education Network needs to be providing support, 

diversity of support, interdisciplinary, regulatory bodies 

(nursing homes / professionals)   

  Recognise what needs to stay the same  
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o Articulation of the views of services users for planning 

and education delivery  

  Implementation of change of policy & practice  

o Educating the educators    

o Communication about strategy / policy developments 

need to improve – needing to know what’s happening   

  

o Embedding palliative care approach across all 

professions e.g. mental health, intellectual disability  

  

o Commissions challenge – using local expertise 

enhances education provision  

  

o Creating access –  

o more outside usual planers 

o broaden landscape beyond usual players   

  

TABLE 4    

o Research education methods, develop effective 

education methods  

 Core competency – complete  

 Provide structure for evaluation of 

programme  

 Understand the regulatory authority of An Bord 

Altranis, Medical Council, and responsibility of 

Royal College + NI equivalents  

o ECTS – AIIPHC priority evaluation   Evaluate effectiveness & quality of current 

education / training  

 Be aware of the recent quality out carers 

framework and L.E.S. services so that educators 

for GPs can be anticipated  

o Apel. – sort it out.  

o Train palliatve care teachers  

o Develop models for assessing palliative care training  

o ECTS for all palliative care teaching programmes  

o Vision e.g. dialogue with the teaching bodies  

 Set up inter discipline education taskforce   SP issues  

 Evaluating outcome – quality or care delivered, 

patient satisfaction – a burden for staff and 

patients ???  

o Support / ideas / information re palliative care ...  Host meetings for All Island regulatory bodies   Framework for evaluation  
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motivate educate  

o Ensure alignment of education provision with emerging 

skills needs  

o Generation of critical mass in palliative care education / 

elimination of duplication of provision  

o Ensure responsiveness of provision to local / national 

needs  

 Renaming ‘palliative care’ confusion re end of 

life / terminal care / palliative care – negative 

image. Needs a branding ‘make over’  

 Stat regulatory bodies e.g. CORU, IMC  

 International Standards  

 Professionals bodies  

 Patient groups   

o Sort out ECTS credits please   AIIHPC to lead on addressing ECTS / level 

issues by organising HEIs to meet to discuss 

issues  

 Convene `working group to benchmark 

education and provide guidance on evaluation 

of programmes  

 

o Address the issues of APEL in relation to palliative care   Devise evaluation methodologies that are 

suitable, long term and sensitive to actual 

change  

 Networks for individual educators on 

facilitation skills, death education  

 Translation – ECTS + APEL  

 

o Clear understanding of acceptance of what palliative 

care is?  

 Sort out ECTS  

 APEL  

 

o Addressing ECST level issues  

o Review of educational value of programmes in 

palliative care to evaluate their impact on patient care  

 Review existing provision relative to skills 

needs  

 Development of a strategic approach to 

national development of palliative care 
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education  

o International best practice workshops – showcasing    

o Help when someone says ‘there is no education for...’  

o Minimise duplication – sometimes there is nothing but 

sometimes it is just not known  
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APPENDIX H 

How will the Education Network help with the delivery of palliative care?  

IDEAS  ACTIONS  

TABLE 1  

o Evaluation   

o Research   Consider mechanism to capture data / experience  

  Self assessment  

o What are current and future needs?   Have network reps on accreditation  bodies for courses   

  Institute needs to feed in from knowledge base on the ground  

  How channel patience input into course design 

  Health needs & patient care should be starting point  

  It is not just change through courses  

TABLE 2  

o Help inform service users & their families   Patient / family satisfaction survey  

o Promote best practice 

o Evidence based care delivery  

o Promoting what works  

 Creation of audit tools  

 Newsletter to share news & developments  

 Getting information out there & disseminating best practice  

 Knowing who to call / talk to – directory / networks  

o Map where best practice and innovation occurs   

o Better consistency of patient care regardless of care setting   

o Quality frameworks and accountability   

o Increase confidence levels of staff in all settings   
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o Mobility of professionals  

o Cross border care provision   

TABLE 3  

o Network needs to be cyclical   Review membership of network to be more inclusive  

o Sharing – Presenting evidence for change   

o Aim of education to become more reflective in order to improve practice   Champions for palliative care to be involved  

o   Education Network should make things easier to navigate  

o Influencing policy & practice   

o Consistency & equity of care irrespective of setting   Providing a safe place to challenge practice  

o   Safe environment to acknowledge what is done well  

o Informed by evidence base   

o Service user at education network (i.e. carers association / community)   

TABLE 4  

o Keeping patient as focus   Develop methods of delivery which are new and innovative – OUTREACH  

o Who is not represented here in the network and why?>  Offer support – information, sign posting, education courses  

o Better education quality   Driving evaluation of education delivered  

o Road shows to highlight what AIIHPC can do? Video clips / tool system   Awards for excellence in teaching  

 Teach within a cash strapped idea  

 Passport record of development & skills  

 Palliative portfolio on line  

o Teaching awards for education in palliative care   Role models – portfolio of evidence  

o Education and practice need to be linked not just in the classroom – new 

methods , responsive  

 Patient gets what they need, when they need it  

 Competency, sensitive care  

 Competent, confident staff across health service  

 LONG TERM VISION!  
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o Philosophy of palliative care concentrate on undergraduate   

o Network with other – the non palliative care generic educators, what works 

elsewhere? What makes a good facilitator or educator?  

 

 


